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Abstract 

In the present situation of metropolitan urban areas tall structures are assuming an imperative part as there is lack of area. Step by 

step trek in the area rates are confronting interest for the tall structures. So as to complete activities of tall structures part of basic 

investigation should be finished. As the tallness of the structure builds, the lateral strengths like quake and wind powers overwhelm. 

The primary point of the present Paper is to excuse the position for the shear wall for a G+9 Residential building by considering 

the heap case such quake, twist by Response spectrum method for different type of buildings, for example, Symmetric building, 

Plan irregular building and with RC surrounded structures by finding the shear walls at distinctive positions, for example, Shear 

wall at the internal center of the model, Shear wall at the fringe side edges and Shear wall at the corner edges for all the structures 

by considering the parameters like Maximum Story Displacements and Maximum story Drifts investigating both by the static and 

element examination systems by the procurement of programming bundle ETABS-2013.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Earthquake originates below the surface of the earth due to rupture of bed-rock. It is a transitional ground vibration caused by a 

sudden release of strain energy stored in the earth's crust which spreads out in all directions from the fault region in the form of 

seismic waves. That causes both loss of life and property. During a quake in general there are one or more major peaks of magnitude 

of motion, represent the maximum effect of the quake. The energy release at the location of the ground fault is a measure of 

intensity of the earthquake. Earthquake ground motions are the most dangerous natural hazards where both economic and life 

losses occurred. Most of the losses are due to building collapses or damages. 

II. LATERAL LOAD RESISTING SYSTEMS 

There are many types of lateral load resisting systems.  But the most commonly adopted systems can be classified as three basic 

types. 

 Column-Beam Frame System. 

 Shear wall system. 

 Combination of two, shear wall and frame system (Dual system) 

 Column-Beam Frame System 

In the frame system, the lateral load resistance is provided by interaction between the beams and columns. The frame consisting 

of beams and columns is so designed such that it changes into parallelogram so that the connections are rigid. Structural toughness 

which is repetitions of sustained reversible stresses in the elastic range without considerable degradation is required for moment 

resisting frame design to resist seismic forces as shown in fig 1. 
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Fig. 1: Parallelogram action of Moment resisting frame 

 
Fig. 2: Shear deformations in shear wall and Shear wall building 

 
Fig. 3: Shear-wall frame action 

 Shear wall 

Shear walls are the vertical elements of lateral load resisting system. Shear walls  are the part of  lateral  force  resisting  systems  

which  carry  vertical  loads, bending moments about the wall strong axis and shear forces parallel to the length of the wall. 

Shear wall system is one of the most general and effective load resisting methods that are much widely used in medium to high 

rise buildings as shown in fig 2. 

 Dual System 

In this system reinforced concrete frames in association with structural walls resist against lateral forces, whereas each individual 

system will take associated part of gravity load. The deflected shape of a lateral load wall is different from a reinforced concrete 

frame as shown in fig 3. 

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

1) To study the effect of lateral load resisting systems for a regular high rise building. 

2) To study the effect of lateral forces on high rise irregular structure. 

3) To analyze a regular and irregular structure without placing the shear wall, and analyzing the same structure by placing the 

shear wall at different locations like at the inner core, side edges and straight walls. 

4) To study the effect of positions of shear wall by changing the zones of the structure like for zone 2, zone 3, zone 4, zone 5. 

5) To study the parameters like storey displacements and storey drifts forces in response spectrum analysis method. 

IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

1) The present study is done for the irregularity in plan shapes (L SHAPE) only. 

2) The present study is dominated on the position of the shear wall not complete design of an irregular structure. 

3) The work is only concentrated on the parameters like storey displacement and storey drifts only. 

4) Only dynamic analysis of response spectrum analysis has been adopted. 

5) The work is done for different zones zone 2, zone 3, zone 4 and zone 5. 
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V. MODELLING 

 General 

There are many software packages available for the structural analysis. One of the most commonly adopted is computers and 

structures Inc. Developed programs like STAAD-PRO, ETABS, SAP, etc. to facilitate the structural engineers to easily model, 

analyze and design the buildings and its components. 

 Model Description 

The building considered is a G+9 Residential Building for all types of models of same overall height of 30 m with each storey 

height of 3 m. The below table gives the plan of different types of models considered 

        
Fig. 4: Symmetric Building & Plan Irregularity 

 Analysis using ETabs 

Entire dissertation work starting from modelling, analysis is carried through ETABS-2013 software package. The basic mechanism 

of the program is very simple. The user initially defines all the material properties, section properties, load patterns, load cases, 

load combinations, response spectrum functions. The material properties include defining grade of concrete and reinforcing bars. 

The sections properties include defining beam sections, column sections, slab sections, wall sections etc. 

 Defining Material Properties, Sectional Properties and Loads 
Table - 1 

Material properties  

 
Table – 2 

Sectional properties 

 
Table - 3 

Load Details 
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 Load Combinations 

a) Limit state of Collapse 

 1.5DL+1.5LL 

 1.5DL+1.5EQX 

 1.5DL-1.5EQX 

 1.5DL+1.5EQY 

 1.5DL-1.5EQY   

 1.5DL+1.5WLX  

 1.5DL-1.5WLX     

 1.5DL+1.5WLY 

 1.5DL-1.5WLY   

b) Limit state of Serviceability  

 DL+LL 

 DL+LL+TL 

 DL+EQX 
 DL-EQX 

 DL+EQY 

 DL-EQY 

 DL+WLX 

 DL-WLX 

 DL+WLY & DL-WLX 

 ETabs Models 

Table - 4 

Models with different shear wall locations 

 

 Symmetric Building 

 
Fig. 5: Plan of Symmetric Building 

 Building with Plan Irregularity 

 
Fig. 6: Plan of Irregularity Building 
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VI. SPECIFICATION OF WIND AND SEISMIC LOADS 

There is no perfect analysis technique for seismic analysis as it is highly complex issue, in order to tackle this complex analysis 

many researchers have been made to counter the dynamic related problems of a structure this can led to the continues up 

gradation and revision of Indian Standard: 1893 (1962, 1966, 1970, 1975, 1984, 2002) code of practice on “Criteria for Earthquake 

Resistant Design of Structure” by the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS), New Delhi.  

 Design Lateral Force 

The procedure for calculating Design lateral force recommended by IS: 1893-2002 (part I) are based on approximation 

method of design spectrum. The analysis can either be done using equivalent lateral force procedure or by Dynamic analysis 

technique. The two methods differ by magnitude and distribution of lateral force throughout height of structure. In the dynamic 

analysis the lateral force is based on characteristics of natural vibration mode which is calculated by mass distribution and stiffness 

across height. In equivalent lateral force method, the force magnitude is dependent on estimation of fundamental natural period 

and on the force distribution is given by an empirical formula which is best suited for regular buildings. 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results of all the individual models are being presented in this chapter. The method of analysis is Response spectrum method. 

The results are drawn for Zone II, Zone III, Zone IV and Zone V. 

 Results for Max Story Displacement of Symmetric Building and Plan Irregular Building for Zone II 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Symmetric 

  
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)    LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Earthquake in X-Direction and Y-Direction Plan Irregular 

 
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)           LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Fig. 7: Maximum displacement for symmetric building and plan irregular building along X and Y-Direction 

According to this work, the reduction of displacement of stories is due to increase of stiffness of structure as well as decrease of 

velocity and acceleration of structure. Furthermore the graph shows that there has been steady increase in the amount of 

displacement of stories over the height. 

 Results for Max Story Drift of Symmetric Building and Plan Irregular Building for Zone II 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction symmetric 

 
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)   LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 
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Earthquake in X-Direction and Y-Direction Plan Irregular 

 
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)       LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Fig. 8: Maximum Story Drift for symmetric building and plan irregular building along X and Y-Direction 

Here as one can see the Storey drift ratio is very low in bottom stories, very high at the middle stories and finally decreases towards 

the upper stories. After observing all the graphs, it can be generally said that drift ratio in upper Storey is generally more, less in 

lower stories. 

 Results for Max Story Displacement of Symmetric Building and Plan Irregular Building for Zone III 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Symmetric 

    
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)      LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Earthquake in X-Direction and Y-Direction Plan Irregular 

    
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)           LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Fig. 9: Maximum displacement for symmetric building and plan irregular building along X and Y-Direction 

According to this work, the reduction of displacement of stories is due to increase of stiffness of structure as well as decrease of 

velocity and acceleration of structure. Furthermore the graph shows that there has been steady increase in the amount of 

displacement of stories over the height. 

 Results for Max Story Drift of Symmetric Building and Plan Irregular Building for Zone II 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Symmetric 

     
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)          LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Earthquake in X-Direction and Y-Direction Plan Irregular        
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LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)               LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Fig. 10: Maximum Story Drift for symmetric building and Plan Irregularity building along X and Y-Direction 

Here as one can see the storey drift ratio is very low in bottom stories, very high at the middle stories and finally decreases towards 

the upper stories. After observing all the graphs ,it can be generally said that drift ratio in upper storey is generally more , less in 

lower stories   and maximum being middle stories. 

 Results for Max Story Displacement of Symmetric Building and Plan Irregular Building for Zone IV 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Symmetric 

     
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)              LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Earthquake in X-Direction and Y-Direction Plan Irregular 

    
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)            LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Fig. 11: Maximum displacement for Symmetric building and Plan Irregular building along X and Y-Direction 

According to this work, the reduction of displacement of stories is due to increase of stiffness of structure as well as decrease of 

velocity and acceleration of structure. Furthermore the graph shows that there has been steady increase in the amount of 

displacement of stories over the height. 

 Results for Max Story Drift of Symmetric Building and Plan Irregular Building for Zone IV 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Symmetric 

     
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)          LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 
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Earthquake in X-Direction and Y-Direction Plan Irregular 

     
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)             LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Fig. 11: Maximum Story Drift for symmetric building and plan irregular building along X and Y-Direction 

Here as one can see the storey drift ratio is very low in bottom stories, very high at the middle stories and finally decreases towards 

the upper stories. After observing all the graphs ,it can be generally said that drift ratio in upper storey is generally more , less in 

lower stories  and maximum being middle stories. 

 Results for Max Story Displacement of Symmetric Building and Plan Irregular Building for Zone V 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Symmetric            

     
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)              LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Plan Irregular 

     
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)                  LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Fig. 12: Maximum displacement for Symmetric building and plan irregular building along X and Y-Direction 

According to this work, the reduction of displacement of stories is due to increase of stiffness of structure as well as decrease of 

velocity and acceleration of structure. Furthermore the graph shows that there has been steady increase in the amount of 

displacement of stories over the height. 

 Results for Max Story Drift of Symmetric Building and Plan Irregular Building for Zone V 

Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Symmetric 

     
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)           LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY)  
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Earthquake in X- Direction and Y- Direction Plan Irregular 

     
LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQX)     LC: 1.2(DL+LL+SDL+WALL+EQY) 

Fig. 13: Maximum displacement for Symmetric building and plan irregular building along X and Y-Direction 

Here as one can see the Storey drift ratio is very low in bottom stories, very high at the middle stories and finally decreases towards 

the upper stories. After observing all the graphs, it can be generally said that drift ratio in upper Storey is generally more, less in 

lower stories and maximum being middle stories. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

 For Symmetric Building 

 There is considerable reduction in displacement in x and y direction by the shear  wall  introduced  at  type-3  model  for  all  

the  load  combinations considered. Therefore type-3 is best model compare to other type models. 

 There is drastic reduction in Storey drifts in x and y very low in bottom stories, very high at the middle stories and finally 

decreases towards the upper stories. After observing all the graphs, it can be generally said that drift ratio in upper Storey is 

generally more, less in lower stories and maximum being middle stories. Direction in type-3 model for all the load 

combinations considered. Therefore type-3 model is best shear wall located model compare to other type models. 

 For Plan Irregular Building 

 There is considerable reduction in displacement in x and y direction by the shear  wall  introduced  at  type-3  model  for  all  

the  load  combinations considered. Therefore type-3 model is best compare to other type models. 

 There is drastic reduction in Storey drifts in x and y direction in type-3 model for all the load combinations considered. 

Therefore type-3 model is best model compare to other type models. 

IX. SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 

 Study by considering the different type of irregularities. 

 Study the same work by Time history analysis.  
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